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Abstract

Calcium phosphates (CaPs) are one of the major mineral families of wide interest in biomineralization and biomaterials development. The identification and quantification of the different CaPs phases (crystalline and amorphous) remains a major challenge in both in vitro and in vivo systems. This work aims to provide critical analysis of the different analytical techniques, Raman spectroscopy, solid-state NMR spectroscopy (ssNMR) and X-ray diffraction (XRD) that are used for the discrimination of octacalcium phosphate (OCP) from hydroxyapatite (HAp). Low amount of OCP (~10 wt%) can be detected by Raman spectroscopy in presence of biomimetic carbonated apatite (cHAp), providing that the ν(HPO₄) contribution of weak intensity from OCP at 1008 cm⁻¹ is observable or that spectral decomposition of the overlapped ν₁(PO₄) bands from OCP and cHAp is performed. However, Raman is not suitable for quantification purpose. At reverse, the quantification of OCP in proportions down to 10 wt% is easily performed with ³¹P solid state NMR. Opposite to solid state NMR, Raman can be implemented under in situ conditions to follow the time dependence of the biomineralization process without any sampling perturbation. An approach combining the advantage of in situ micro-Raman spectroscopy and the sensitivity of ex situ solid state NMR was used to monitor the formation of biomimetic carbonated apatite from an acidic aqueous solution of phosphate, carbonate and calcium ions. In relationship with the progressive increase of pH, we identify the transient phases, precursors of cHAp: it is shown that an amorphous calcium phosphate phase (ACP) is first formed and subsequently transformed into OCP that then progressively turns into cHAp. Finally, powder X-ray diffraction coupled to Rietveld refinement was found very powerful to quantify very few amount of residual OCP in cHAp (down to 2 wt%). Upon the OCP transformation into cHAp, the decrease of the relative intensity of the (100) diffraction peak of the transient OCP phase was ascribed to an alteration of its hydrated layers, related to an incorporation of water molecules and/or carbonate anions upon reaction time. Such carbonate uptake in the course of transformation of OCP into cHAp could explain the origin of carbonate substitutions in the final biomimetic carbonated apatite.
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Introduction

The unambiguous identification and quantification of CaP phases (crystalline or amorphous) formed in biomaterials development and in biomineralization context is of wide interest but remains challenging in both in vitro and in vivo system. Biomimetic carbonated hydroxyapatites (cHAp) are considered as model of bone mineral because of their structural similarities as cHAp are carbonated, Ca-deficient and poorly crystalline. Biomimetic cHAp particles also exhibit a nanometric size, a platelet shape and a core/layer organization where a hydrated amorphous calcium phosphate-like layer coats an apatite crystalline core. Several mechanisms have been proposed for the formation of biological apatite in particular through the investigation of in vitro systems. It is proposed that synthetic cHAp and biological apatite results from the transformation of metastable CaP phases considered as precursor phases. Specifically, octacalcium phosphate (OCP) is found to precede apatite formation in vitro and is proposed as a transient biological apatite precursor in vivo. Similar considerations are made for amorphous calcium phosphate (ACP) both in vitro and in vivo.

Infrared (IR) and Raman spectroscopies, electronic microscopies and X-ray diffraction (XRD) are widely used to characterize the nature of mineralized phases in biological tissues, cell cultures and biomaterials. Nevertheless, the close crystallographic structures of OCP and cHAp phases makes the unambiguous distinction of OCP from cHAp difficult when using these techniques. As an example, the superposition of OCP and cHAp X-ray diffraction patterns at wide angles, combined with nanometric size of the mineralized phases, is problematic. In a similar way, the overlap of the main ν1PO4 phosphate Raman bands of the various CaP phases makes difficult the unambiguous identification of the different CaP phases although Raman spectroscopy is widely used in the biomineralization field as it allows the study of hydrated and living materials. Thus, questions remain on the possibility to discriminate the distinct CaP phases in vivo. In contrast, solid state NMR (ssNMR) has been shown to be an efficient tool to identify the various CaP phases including ACP, OCP and synthetic and biogenic HAp due to distinct 31P resonances. Moreover, ssNMR can
potentially provide quantitative data, but there is no reported data yet on its detection limit for the quantification of CaP phases.

Besides the difficulty in identifying and quantifying the presence of different CaP phases, another challenge is to monitor the precipitation of the CaP phases over time without any perturbations. Thus, it is of main interest to find suitable analytic tools to unambiguously distinguish and quantify cHAp from their precursor CaP phases, in particular amorphous calcium phosphate (ACP) and OCP, in both synthetic and biological-relevant media.

In this work, we provide a suitable and relevant approach for the identification and quantification of cHAp precursors (ACP and OCP) and the monitoring of their transformation into cHAp in a bioinspired context. First, physical powder mixtures of various proportions of OCP and cHAp were used as references to compare the ability of Raman and $^{31}$P ssNMR to detect and quantify the presence of OCP vs. cHAp. Then, the advantages of the two spectroscopies (i.e. (i) real-time tracking and absence of perturbation of the reaction for in situ Raman, and (ii) easier discrimination and quantification of the CaP phases for ex situ NMR) were beneficially combined to monitor the precipitation processes of biomimetic cHAp. The progressive pH increase of an acidic calcium, phosphate and carbonate solution resulted in the precipitation of CaP phases that could be identified and quantified. Finally, Rietveld refinement analysis on X-ray powder diffraction (XRPD) data allowed to push up the detection limit of residual OCP present in cHAp and to discuss subtle structural modifications of OCP during its transformation into cHAp.
Experimental section

Synthesis of biomimetic carbonated apatite (cHAp) and octacalcium phosphate (OCP)

The cHAp synthesis was performed according to the procedure described by Nassif et al. (referred as HA-2).

Experiments were carried out at 22 ± 1 °C. Briefly, a solution of 110 mM CaCl$_2$, 33 mM NaH$_2$PO$_4$ and 33 mM NaHCO$_3$ was prepared in distilled water in order to preferentially synthesize B-type biomimetic carbonated apatite (cHAp) (where carbonates are substituting phosphate groups).

The pH was adjusted to 2.2 with 12 M HCl. Two flasks (35 mL, height = 50 mm) containing these solutions (20 mL) and covered by perforated Parafilm (to slow down the gas diffusion) were placed into a closed chamber (1000 cm$^3$). The precipitation was triggered via the slow increase of the pH of the solution induced by the diffusion of vapors of fresh ammonia aqueous solution (30% wt/ 8 mL) in the chamber. In the present work, few drops of a universal indicator solution pH (Fluka-31282) were added to visually follow the evolution of pH gradient upon reaction time. A few minutes after ammonia introduction, precipitation occurs in the solution. After 6 days, the pH is 10 and the solid was washed and centrifuged (6000 rpm, 10 min) first in distilled water and then in ethanol to remove the non-precipitated salts. The recovered powder was dried at 37 °C for 48 hours before characterization. This sample is hereafter referred to as cHAp.

In order to prepare cHAp with very low amount of residual OCP, several experiments were reproduced using similar protocol, but the syntheses were stopped before completion of the reaction and then sampled as described above after 1, 2 and 3 days. Samples are hereafter referred to as cHAp-1d, cHAp-2d and cHAp-3d, respectively.

The synthesis of pure OCP was performed according to the procedure described by Bigi et al. It consists of the dropwise addition (1 drop per second) of 500 mL of Ca(CH$_3$COO)$_2$ 0.04 M into 1500 mL of a phosphate solution containing 10 mmol of Na$_2$ HPO$_4$ and 10 mmol of NaH$_2$PO$_4$, with a starting pH of 5. The reaction was performed at 70° C without stirring. The precipitate was then left in contact with the mother solution for 15 min, filtered, washed with doubled distilled water, and dried at 37° C.
Various proportions of cHAp and OCP powders were intimately grounded in an agate mortar. The resulted physical mixtures were immediately characterized.

*Ex situ Micro-Raman, in situ Raman spectroscopies and spectral decomposition*

*Ex situ* micro-Raman analysis was performed on cHAp, OCP and physical mixtures of OCP/cHAp powders. Spectra of these samples were collected from a KAISER Optical system equipped with a charge coupled detector (CCD) and a LASER with $\lambda = 785$ nm ($P_{\text{sample}} \sim 1$ mW, resolution = 4 cm$^{-1}$ accumulation time = 20 s, 5 scans per spectrum) coupled with a microscope with a 50x lens.

*In situ* Raman spectroscopy was used to monitor the evolution of CaP precipitation during the cHAp synthesis previously described. Spectra of the samples were collected using the same KAISER Optical system ($P = 10-12$ mW, resolution = 4 cm$^{-1}$ accumulation time = 150 s, 6 scans per spectrum, 1 spectrum every 16 minutes) using a fiber optic Raman probe equipped with a sapphire optical lens. The probe was directly immersed in the ionic solution as show in Figure S1 prior to ammonia exposure and was left immobile during the CaP precipitation to prevent any deviation from the initial procedure. Time zero corresponds to the moment ammonia was introduced in a closed chamber.

*Solid-State Nuclear Magnetic Resonance*

Solid state nuclear magnetic resonance (ssNMR) experiments were performed on an AVANCE 500 Bruker spectrometer ($B_0 = 11.7$ T) operating at $\nu(^1H) = 500.13$ MHz and $\nu(^{31}P) = 202.40$ MHz. The powder samples (OCP/cHAp physical mixture) were packed into 4 mm zirconia rotors and spun at a magic-angle-spinning frequency of $\nu_{\text{MAS}} = 14$ kHz. The $^{31}P$ NMR spectra were recorded through a single pulse experiment ($\pi/6 = 1.3$ $\mu$s) of 32 added scans acquired with proton-decoupling (SPINAL-64; $v_{RF}(^1H) = 70$ kHz). A recycle delay RD of 200s was used in order to obtain quantitative $^{31}P$ spectra.

For the *ex situ* monitoring, wet samples were carefully extracted from the cHAp precipitation medium with a syringe and a 25G needle thus limiting the convection movements in the reaction flask. These wet samples were briefly centrifuged (10000 r.p.m.; 1 minute), placed into 4 mm zirconia rotor
in-between two Teflon spacers and their $^{31}$P ssNMR spectra immediately recorded. $^{31}$P single pulse NMR experiments were performed in similar conditions (except $\nu_{\text{MAS}} = 8$ kHz and 32-200 scans depending on the signal-to-noise ratio). In addition, $^1$H-$^{31}$P cross-polarization (CP MAS) experiments were performed on cHAp still containing some OCP as a contaminant phase (cHAp-1d, cHAp-2d, cHAp-3d) using a contact time $t_{CP}$ of 1 ms (typically $\nu_{RF}(^1H) = 55$ kHz and $\nu_{RF}(^{31}P) = 45$ kHz, RD = 2 s). 2D $^1$H-$^{31}$P HetCor experiment was recorded at $\nu_{\text{MAS}} = 8$ kHz with similar conditions and using 180 $t_1$ increments of 80 scans.

For all NMR experiments, $^1$H and $^{31}$P chemical shift was referenced ($\delta = 0$ ppm) to TMS and 85 wt% aqueous $\text{H}_3\text{PO}_4$, respectively.

**Decomposition of Raman and NMR spectra**

The decomposition of Raman and NMR spectra was performed using the Dmfit program.\textsuperscript{52} The spectra of the reference samples OCP and cHAp were fitted first. The resulted positions, linewidths and relative intensities of the reference bands or resonances were kept constant for the decomposition of the physical mixture spectra.

**X-rays powder diffraction (XRPD)**

XRPD patterns were recorded on a PANalytical X’Pert Pro diffractometer, with $\Theta$-$\Theta$ geometry, equipped with a solid X-Celerator detector and using Cu Kα radiation ($\lambda = 1.54184$ Å) with a $\frac{\pi}{4}^\circ$ divergence and a 5.5 mm anti-scatter slits. XRPD patterns were recorded at room temperature in the interval $3^\circ < 2\theta < 120^\circ$, with a step size of 0.0167$^\circ$ and a counting time of 200 s for each data value. A total counting time of about 200 min was used for each sample. A XRPD pattern was collected from pure NIST standard LaB$_6$ using the same experimental conditions in order to extract the instrumental resolution function to improve peak profile fitting during Rietveld refinements using a pseudo-Voigt profile function.

**Rietveld refinement**
Rietveld refinements were performed with the program Fullprof.2k\textsuperscript{53} to determine the relative proportions of OCP and hydroxyapatite in cHAp-1d, cHAp-2d and cHAp-3d. The structural parameters of hydroxyapatite, Ca$_5$(PO$_4$)$_3$OH, were taken from ref.\textsuperscript{54}: space group $P6_3/m$, $Z = 2$, $a = 9.4218$ Å and $c = 6.8813$ Å, 7 independent non-H atomic positions: two Ca, one P and four O positions. The O4 oxygen position (i.e. the hydroxyl anion) is half occupied; this corresponds to a statistically disordered 4e position around the 2a (0,0,¼) site. The structural parameters of OCP, Ca$_8$(HPO$_4$)$_2$(PO$_4$)$_4$(H$_2$O)$_5$, were taken from ref.\textsuperscript{40}: space group $P\overline{1}$, $Z = 2$, $a = 19.692$ Å, $b = 9.523$ Å, $c = 6.835$ Å, $\alpha = 90.15^\circ$, $\beta = 92.54^\circ$ and $\gamma = 108.65^\circ$, 44 independent non-H atomic positions: eight Ca, six P positions and thirty O positions (from which five positions correspond to water molecules). In order to lighten, and thus make stronger and more stable, the modeling process of the experimental diffraction data, the apatite phase was considered as non-substituted hydroxyapatite; and not a carbonated Ca-deficient hydroxyapatite which requires introducing additional parameters to be – not easily – refined. This simplification of the model is justified by the preservation of the hexagonal $P6_3/m$ symmetry in the case of a B-type cHAp.\textsuperscript{55,56} In a first step, the structural parameters were fixed to literature values. Then during the successive refinement cycles, all hydroxyapatite parameters were refined: first lattice parameters and peak profiles, next atomic parameters (positional, isotropic temperature and occupancy factors), and finally anisotropic peaks broadening. Due to the nanometric feature of the coherent domain size, the low symmetry of the OCP structure and the numerous independent crystallographic sites, structure parameters of OCP were kept fixed to literature values. Peak broadening, peak asymmetry and preferential orientation were systematically refined. To improve powder pattern refinements of cHAp-1d, cHAp-2d and cHAp-3d samples, and in particular to account for the unusual weak intensity of the (100) reflection compared to (1 1 0) and (010); respectively at 2$\theta = 4.55^\circ$, 9.55$^\circ$ and 9.73$^\circ$, Rietveld simulations were finalized by varying the electronic density within the OCP hydrated layer. Expressing the electronic density as $n$ equivalent of water molecules, underhydrated and overhydrated OCP-based phases were investigated by formally removing or adding water molecules from the OCP nominal composition Ca$_8$(HPO$_4$)$_2$(PO$_4$)$_4$(H$_2$O)$_5$. Thanks to such modulation of the electronic density on the
related water crystallographic sites (O25 to O30 oxygen crystallographic sites from ref 40), simulations were performed on the following compositions: Ca₈(HPO₄)₂(PO₄)₄ (anhydrous composition obtained by removing the electronic weight on the six water crystallographic sites), Ca₈(HPO₄)₂(PO₄)₄(H₂O)₄ (by removing the electronic weight onto the water crystallographic site along the hexagonal channel), Ca₈(HPO₄)₂(PO₄)₄(H₂O)₆ (by formally doubling the electronic weight of the water crystallographic sites into the hexagonal channel) and Ca₈(HPO₄)₂(PO₄)₄(H₂O)₁₀ (by doubling the electronic weight of the whole water crystallographic sites).

**Results and discussion**

1 Detection limits in physical mixtures of OCP and cHAp

1.1 Limitation in the OCP vs. cHAp discrimination using Raman spectroscopy

To evaluate the ability of Raman spectroscopy to address the detection of OCP in the presence of biomimetic apatite, Raman spectra of OCP/cHAp physical mixtures in various proportions were recorded. The recorded spectra of pure OCP (Ca₈(PO₄)₄(HPO₄)₂.5H₂O) and cHAp phases (Fig. 1) are in agreement with the typical Raman spectra reported in the literature (Table 1).¹⁰, 27, 32 Concerning OCP, the v₁PO₄ double band at 955 and 964 cm⁻¹ is characteristic of the OCP phase (see the spectral decomposition in Fig. 1 green inset).¹², 29-31 The other vibration modes ascribed to (PO₄) and (HPO₄) moities are observed as broad masses of weak intensity.²⁷ The requirement for numerous contributions for their decomposition is probably significant of the geometrical distortion of the related PO₄ tetrahedra. Note the absence of any carbonate contribution around 1070 cm⁻¹ in the pure OCP sample.
Figure 1. Raman spectra of octacalcium phosphate (OCP, green) and biomimetic apatite (cHAp, red). The green and red insets display the spectral decomposition (in the 890-1010 cm⁻¹ region) of OCP and cHAp Raman spectra, respectively.
Table 1. Positions of the Raman contributions obtained from Fig. 1 for OCP and cHAp and assignment based on literature data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Raman shift (cm(^{-1}))</th>
<th>OCP Assignment(^{12, 27, 29-31})</th>
<th>cHAp Assignment(^{12, 28-35, 57})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>407 (w)</td>
<td>(\nu_2)HPO(_4)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>O-P-O bending modes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>429 (m), 447 (m)</td>
<td>(\nu_3)PO(_4)</td>
<td>427 (m), 444 (w)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>O-P-O bending modes</td>
<td>(\nu_2)PO(_4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>575 (w), 587 (w), 605 (w)</td>
<td>(\nu_4)PO(_4)</td>
<td>578 (m), 588 (m)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P-O and O-P-O stretching</td>
<td>605 (w)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and bending modes</td>
<td>O-P-O bending modes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>917 (vw), 924 (vw),</td>
<td>HPO(_4)</td>
<td>950 (m)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>935 (w), 945 (w)</td>
<td>P-OH stretching modes</td>
<td>P-OH stretching modes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>955 (vs), 964 (sh)</td>
<td>(\nu_1)PO(_4)</td>
<td>958 (vs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P-O stretching modes</td>
<td>(\nu_1)PO(_4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1008 (m), 995 (w)</td>
<td>(\nu_1)HPO(_4)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>977 (vw)</td>
<td>P-O stretching modes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1024 (w), 1036 (w)</td>
<td>(\nu_3)PO(_4)</td>
<td>1024 (w), 1043 (m),</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1044 (w), 1052 (vw)</td>
<td>P-O stretching modes</td>
<td>1077 (m)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1113 (vw)</td>
<td>(\nu_3)HPO(_4)</td>
<td>1066 (m)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P-O stretching modes</td>
<td>(\nu_1)CO(_3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

vw= very weak; mw= medium weak; m=medium; s=strong; sh=shoulder;
*contribution assigned to ACP\(^{10}\)

On the other hand, the Raman spectrum of biomimetic cHAp exhibits an asymmetrical-shaped \(\nu_1\)PO\(_4\) band centered at 958 cm\(^{-1}\)\(^{12, 29-35}\) that can be decomposed into a main component at 958 cm\(^{-1}\) and a broader one at 950 cm\(^{-1}\) characteristic of crystalline hydroxyapatite\(^{28}\) and ACP phase,\(^{10}\) respectively. As it has been recently evidenced that these biomimetic cHAp nanoparticles are composed of a crystalline apatitic core coated by an ACP-like layer,\(^{58}\) we assign the sharp band at 958 cm\(^{-1}\) to the crystalline apatitic core and the broad component at 950 cm\(^{-1}\) to the ACP-like surface layer.\(^{10, 12}\) The
$\nu_3\text{PO}_4$ contributions, ranging from 1010 to 1090 cm$^{-1}$ overlap with the $\nu_2\text{CO}_3$ contribution of carbonates at 1066 cm$^{-1}$ (Fig. 1, red inset, Table 1). This detected carbonate contribution (absent in the case of the OCP spectrum) is coherent the carbonation expected for cHAp ($\sim$5 wt% as reported previously). To estimate the sensitivity of the Raman spectroscopy to detect OCP in presence of cHAp, spectra OCP/cHAp physical mixtures with various relative proportions were recorded (Fig. 2a). Based on the visual tracking of the characteristic shoulder of OCP at 964 cm$^{-1}$, the presence of OCP is only clearly detected for high OCP content ($\geq$ 70 wt%). For lower OCP content, a slight shift of the maximum of the $\nu_1\text{PO}_4$ band is observed due to the overlapping with those from cHAp. In contrast to stoichiometric crystalline hydroxyapatite, the low crystallinity of cHAp results in the broadening of the Raman bands that even increases the overlap with those from OCP, making ambiguous the identification of the two phases. Hence, unless OCP is largely predominant ($\geq$ 70 wt%), OCP cannot be readily identified in the presence of biomimetic carbonated apatite through the visual observation of the $\nu_1\text{PO}_4$ Raman bands.
Figure 2. Raman spectra of various OCP/cHAp physical mixtures: (a) $\nu_1\text{PO}_4$ region and (b) zoom of the region of the HPO$_4$/CO$_3^{2-}$ contributions. Green dotted lines and red solid line represent OCP and cHAp contributions, respectively.
To allow overcoming such visual limitation (Fig. 2a), other Raman bands such as those centered at 407 cm$^{-1}$ and 1008 cm$^{-1}$ characteristic of the OCP structure (respectively ascribed to ν$_2$HPO$_4$ and n$_1$HPO$_4$ vibrations modes) could be considered (Table 1). However, only that at 1008 cm$^{-1}$ is well resolved from other contributions present in HAp (Fig. 1). Despite its low relative intensity compared to the main ν$_1$ PO$_4$ bands (Fig. 1), this contribution may be particularly useful to probe the presence of OCP due to the absence of signal in this region for cHAp. Hence, according to the zoom of this region (Fig. 2b), OCP is clearly detected from 10 wt% and its intensity increases with the OCP content. However, considering the low absolute intensity of this contribution, its detection requires peculiar attention to optimize the S/N ratio. In addition, in the context of in situ Raman measurements implemented in biomineralization systems as cell cultures$^{16, 41}$ or tissue cultured ex vivo$^{14}$ other overlapping contributions originating from organic compounds make difficult the use of this spectral region to conclude on the presence of OCP.

To overcome this difficulty, an alternative to improve the detection limits of OCP in presence of cHAp consists in spectral decomposition of the ν$_1$ PO$_4$ region. The experimental spectra of OCP/cHAp physical mixtures were fitted starting from the positions, linewdths and relative intensity of the two ν$_1$ PO$_4$ components extracted from the spectra related to pure substances OCP and cHAp (Fig. 1, Fig. S2a, b). As illustrated in (Fig. S2c and S2d), the introduction of the two sets of components corresponding to OCP and cHAp is required to fit the experimental spectra of the physical mixtures (OCP/cHAp: 10/90 and 40/60, respectively): thus low OCP content (10 wt%) can be qualitatively detected by Raman providing spectral decomposition is processed. However, despite quite good accuracy of the spectral decomposition of the physical mixtures spectra, the extracted areas of the fitted contributions of the two sets of components corresponding to OCP and cHAp do not lead to accurate semi quantification (Fig. S2c and S2d). This confirms that due to dependence of the signal to numerous parameters other than concentration such as surface/volume ratio, diffusion of the particles, Raman is not suitable for quantification purpose.
1.2. Identification and quantification of OCP from cHAp using $^{31}$P ssNMR

Unlike their Raman signals, the $^{31}$P ssNMR resonances of OCP and cHAp exhibit distinct chemical shifts. The $^{31}$P ssNMR spectrum of pure OCP exhibits typical resonances at 3.3 and 3.0 ppm for the phosphates from the apatitic layers (sites P4 and P1, respectively, according to Davis et al.\textsuperscript{44}) and at 1.7, -0.1 and -0.3 ppm from the hydrated layers (P2, P6 and merged P3 and P5, respectively, according to Davis et al.\textsuperscript{44}) while pure cHAp is characterized by a resonance at 2.8 ppm.

**Figure 3.** $^{31}$P single pulse MAS spectra of various OCP/cHAp physical mixtures. Green dotted lines and red solid line represent OCP and cHAp resonances, respectively.
Contrary to Raman, small proportions of OCP in OCP/chAp physical mixtures are readily detected through $^{31}$P MAS NMR (Fig. 3) due to the $^{31}$P resonances of OCP hydrated layers (~1.7 and -0.3 ppm). As an example, the presence of 10 wt% of OCP is unambiguously detected with $^{31}$P ssNMR without additional data processing.

In principle, NMR spectroscopy allows the extraction of quantitative data (i.e. the relative proportion OCP/chAp) from the $^{31}$P single pulse MAS NMR spectra. The Figure S3a displays the decomposition of the various spectra of the physical mixture OCP/chAp. Spectra were fitted by keeping constant (i) position and linewidth of the $^{31}$P resonances of chAp and OCP extracted from the pure chAp and OCP spectra, (ii) as well as the relative intensities of the several phosphorus resonance contributions of the OCP. Unlike in the case of Raman spectra, the good accuracy of the fits performed for mechanical mixtures whatever the mass ratio and even at low amount of OCP (10/90) (Fig. S3a) allows the establishment of a calibration curve (Fig. S3b) to extract quantitative data based on $^{31}$P NMR.

2. Monitoring the precipitation of biomimetic apatite over time

2.1 Combination of in situ Raman and ex situ ssNMR

Monitoring the carbonated apatite formation over time remains a great challenge in bone biomineralization. This is mainly due to the process of bone remodelling that leads to the continuous deposition and dissolution of the mineral, but also by the fact that mineral undergoes extensive chemical post-modifications after their synthesis and initial deposition. Mineral crystallites with poorly crystalline structure are subject to maturation processes involving changes in their chemistry and coherent domain size. Thus, studying bioinspired protocols is of great interest to improve knowledge on apatite biomineralization. Here, we rely on a biomimetic synthesis of chAp already published in the literature, where chAp is obtained starting from an acidic aqueous solution of phosphates, carbonates and Ca$^{2+}$ (see Experimental section). Then, the pH is progressively increased
through the slow dissolution of NH₃ vapours into the reactants solution as illustrated by the color evolution in the presence of few drops of a universal indicator added in the solution (see video S4, Fig.S4). The final cHAp product is obtained after 6 days of reaction.

In the following, we take advantage of the both analytical techniques, Raman (easy implementation, including under in situ conditions in liquid medium thanks to the use of fiber optic Raman probe) and ³¹P ssNMR (identification, quantification) to monitor cHAp precipitation. Indeed, the sensitivity of Raman spectroscopy allows the recording of successive spectra at short time intervals and thus the in situ study of CaP minerals formation.¹², ³¹, ⁶³ Due to our synthesis protocol, the originality of the present in situ Raman set-up relies on the fact that the Raman probe is directly immersed into the reacting solution (Fig. S1). Hence, the conversion of CaP precursors into biomimetic cHAp is continuously monitored. Complementary, at relevant time points identified thanks to in situ Raman, ex situ ³¹P ssNMR analysis were used as “analytical snapshots” to complement the identification and quantification of the CaP phases. Selected Raman and ³¹P ssNMR spectra are displayed in Fig. 4a and Fig. 4b, respectively.
Figure 4. The precipitation of biomimetic apatite is monitored using a combination of (a) in situ Raman and (b) ex situ $^{31}$P single pulse MAS ssNMR. Green dotted lines, red solid line and pink solid line represent the OCP, the apatite and the brushite contributions, respectively. (c) $^{31}$P CP MAS NMR spectrum recorded at 96 min.
**Figure 5**: 2D $^1H$-$^{31}P$ HetCor experiment (1 ms contact time) recorded after 480 min. together with $^{31}P$ 1D spectra extracted at $\delta(^1H) = 0$ ppm (OH from cHAp) and $\delta(^1H) = 5$ ppm (water molecules from OCP).

**Table 2.** Evolution of the positions and FWHM of the main Raman band upon reaction time

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time (minutes)</th>
<th>Shift (cm$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>FWHM (cm$^{-1}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>96</td>
<td>~954</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192</td>
<td>954</td>
<td>964</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>954</td>
<td>964</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>752</td>
<td>954</td>
<td>964</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>960</td>
<td>955</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1024</td>
<td>956</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1072</td>
<td>957</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2048</td>
<td>958</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4768</td>
<td>958</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Formation of amorphous calcium phosphate phase (0-96 min)

After 96 min, a precipitate forms at the bottom of the flask that displayed a very weak Raman signal around 954 cm\(^{-1}\). The nature of the precipitate is difficult to determine by Raman although it might correspond to a disordered CaP phase\(^\text{10, 12, 31}\) (Fig. 4a) The corresponding \(^{31}\)P single pulse NMR spectrum is not reported in Fig. 4b due to very low intensity of the related signal. However, the amorphous nature of the precipitate was confirmed by the corresponding \(^{31}\)P CP MAS spectrum that exhibits a broad Gaussian line shape (FWHM ~ 900 Hz) centred at 3.4 ppm, which is characteristic of an amorphous calcium phosphate phase\(^\text{64}\) (Fig. 4c). This result is consistent with data from the literature showing that apatite precipitation in vitro can involve the formation of an initial disordered phase that subsequently crystalizes into a less soluble and more ordered phase.\(^\text{31, 65}\)

Formation of brushite and OCP phases (96-480 min)

Then, as the pH increases up to ~ 5 value (Video S4, Fig.S4), this unstable ACP progressively transforms into OCP (double Raman band at 954/964 cm\(^{-1}\) -see spectrum after 192 minutes, Fig. 4a). The observation of OCP, resulting from the transformation of ACP, as a precursor of apatite is coherent with the literature.\(^\text{11, 12, 31, 66}\) Note that the corresponding Raman bands are slightly broader compared to the reference OCP powder (FWHM = 19 vs 15 cm\(^{-1}\)) suggesting a less crystalline nature. In addition, in these \textit{in situ} recording conditions, the S/N is poor and the \(v_{\text{HPO}_4}\) contribution characteristic of OCP (see section 1) expected at 1008 cm\(^{-1}\) is not detected. \textit{Ex situ} \(^{31}\)P ssNMR confirms that OCP is formed in this time interval as the characteristic \(^{31}\)P chemical shifts of the OCP phase are observed from 150 minutes of reaction (Fig. 4b). In accordance with Raman features, broader \(^{31}\)P OCP resonances are observed compared to the OCP reference sample confirming the poorly crystalized nature of OCP formed at this step of the precipitation process. In addition, brushite (DCPD) is observed after 150 min by \(^{31}\)P ssNMR (characteristic signal at 1.4 ppm) but is not detected anymore after 300 min (Fig. 4b). Interestingly, this transient phase is not detected by \textit{in situ} Raman in our conditions (expected
contribution at 987 cm$^{-1}$ but was evidenced as intermediates during ACP to OCP transformation in hanging drop vapor diffusion experiments.$^{31}$

**OCP transformation in cHAp (480 min-end)**

According to *in situ* Raman and *ex situ* $^{31}$P ssNMR, the transformation of OCP into cHAp seems to start long after 480 min. Indeed, the corresponding spectra (*in situ* Raman after 400 min and *ex situ* $^{31}$P ssNMR after 480 min) still exhibit the characteristic signals of OCP (Fig. 4a,b). However, according to two-dimensional ssNMR experiment ($^{1}$H-$^{31}$P HetCor), cHAp is already present in the medium after 480 min (Fig. 5): if OCP is noticeably highlighted (correlation signal at $\delta(^1H) = 5$ ppm), a small amount of cHAp is also evidenced through the characteristic correlation signal at $\delta(^1H) = 0$ ppm.

The transformation of OCP into cHAp is becoming evident on one-dimensional spectra starting from 752 min as shown by the modification of the Raman signal shape (Fig. 4a). If the maximum of the $\nu_1$PO$_4$ band from OCP is still detected at 954 cm$^{-1}$ up to 960 min, the associated shoulder at 964 cm$^{-1}$ is not clearly observed after 752 min (Table 2). This is significant of a growing contribution at 958 cm$^{-1}$ related to the formation of cHAp. Then, the band maximum is progressively shifted to higher wavenumber, finally reaching 958 cm$^{-1}$ (typical value of cHAp) after 1072 min of reaction.

*Ex situ* $^{31}$P ssNMR provides complementary data on the temporal evolution of OCP transformation into cHAp. In accordance with Raman data, we observe a strong modification of the $^{31}$P OCP resonances after 600 min. First, the $^{31}$P OCP linewidths increase suddenly after 600 min, then, the maximum of the $^{31}$P signal is shifted to reach the characteristic value of cHAp ($\delta(^{31}P) = 2.8$ ppm) after 1200 min. The enlargement of the resonances indicates a deep modification of the OCP structure through the increase of the local disorder around the phosphate sites upon cHAp formation. However, the transformation of OCP into cHAp is not fully accomplished after 1440 min as the characteristic resonances of P3,P5,P5 sites around 0 ppm are still visible on the $^{31}$P *ex situ* ssNMR spectra. The
transformation seems to be fully completed after 2048 min (Raman data: $\nu_1\text{PO}_4 = 958$ cm$^{-1}$) and is confirmed by $^{31}\text{P}$ ssNMR after 4320 min (3 days of reaction).

According to the calibration curve obtained from the OCP/CHAp physical mixtures (Fig. S3b), and spectral decomposition (Fig S5) the OCP weight proportion is estimated to 45, 26 and 16 wt% (± 10) at 600, 1200 and 1440 min, respectively. Note however, that decomposition of the spectra is not as accurate as in the case of physical mixture, due to the broadening and shifting of some OCP $^{31}\text{P}$ resonances. Especially the contributions at low chemical shift that are characteristic of the phosphates located in the hydrated layer of OCP are not accurately simulated. This strongly suggests a modification of the OCP structure along the precipitation route, as investigated below.

To sum up this study, CHAp precipitation in our conditions starts with the formation of ACP that turns into OCP (and brushite) and finally into CHAp. Such a sequence of formation of brushite and OCP (pH~5), then of CHAp (pH~9) (Fig. S4) is consistent with what is expected from the speciation diagram of phosphate ions in solution. Such evolution of ACP into CHAp through transient OCP formation was already reported, but either through ex situ Raman measurements that implied washing steps that might have led to some changes in the chemical nature of the precipitates or under specific conditions (hanging drops vapor diffusion system) that are representative of tiny amounts of matter and may induce different precipitation kinetics. Here, in situ Raman spectroscopy avoids these misleading experimental features, but it appears to be less sensitive compared to ssNMR to precisely identify CHAp at early stage of formation and residual OCP in presence of CHAp. This emphasizes the advantage to combine in situ and ex situ sensitive spectroscopic technics to detect OCP in small amount in the course of its transformation into CHAp. Moreover, the recording of 2D $^{31}\text{P}$ HetCor NMR experiments appears useful to track the early stages of CHAp formation. We also note that the OCP phase persists up to 1440 min (i.e. 1 day) of reaction. Thus, OCP can be considered as a potential contaminant phase of CHAp in our conditions of precipitation. Using in situ Raman and ex situ $^{31}\text{P}$
ssNMR, the determination and quantification of this potential contaminant phase (≤ 10 %) is particularly difficult. Other analytical techniques might be used to access tiny amount of OCP.

2.2. Pushing up the detection limit of ssNMR by cross polarization

Many apatites obtained by precipitation likely to mimic biological apatites involve the formation of OCP.\textsuperscript{6, 10, 11} Hence, OCP resulting from the incomplete transformation into carbonated apatite may exist as a persistent phase in the final material although not detected. In our conditions, the complete transformation of OCP into cHAp is achieved after 6 days. Hence, samples obtained after 1, 2 and 3 days (cHAp-1d, cHAp-2d and cHAp-3d, respectively) i.e. before total completion of cHAp precipitation are likely to contain low amounts of OCP. If after 1 day of reaction (1440 min) 16 ± 10 wt% of OCP in cHAp-1d are estimated by \textsuperscript{31}P ssNMR (Fig. S3b, Fig. S5), after 3 days (4320 min) both Raman and \textsuperscript{31}P ssNMR failed to detect traces of OCP in cHAp-3d.

In order to push up the detection limit of OCP, cHAp-1d, cHAp-2d, cHAp-3d and cHAp samples were analyzed by \textsuperscript{1}H-\textsuperscript{31}P CP MAS NMR (Fig. 6). Although non quantitative, \textsuperscript{1}H-\textsuperscript{31}P CP MAS NMR is much more sensitive than \textsuperscript{31}P single pulse experiments to protonated phosphates.

As a consequence, \textsuperscript{31}P resonances of phosphates within the OCP structure in protonated environments (P2 and P3, P5, P6 signing at δ(\textsuperscript{31}P) = 1.7 and -0.3 ppm, respectively) are highlighted at short contact time (1 ms) (Fig.6). It clearly confirms that the OCP transformation into cHAp is totally achieved after 6 days in our conditions. Conversely, OCP is still present as a contaminant phase up to 3 days of reaction (i.e. in cHAp-1d, cHAp-2d and even in cHAp-3d).
Figure 6. $^{31}$P CP MAS (contact time = 1 ms) spectra of cHAp-1d, cHAp-2d, cHAp-3d (incomplete OCP to cHAp transformation) and cHAp (reference sample). Red full line and green dotted lines represent the $^{31}$P resonances of cHAp and OCP (P2 and P3, P5, P6, according to Davies et al.44), respectively.

2.3. Structural and quantitative investigations of residual OCP using XRPD and Rietveld refinement

The use of X-ray diffraction to determine the presence of a minor phase of OCP along with cHAp is also challenging, because most of the reflections from these two crystalline phases overlapped within the angular range (2θ) of 10°-60°. Moreover, the diffraction peaks broadening due to nanometric coherent domain sizes increases this difficulty (Fig. 7). To overcome these difficulties, the low angular range (2θ) of 4°-10° was considered since three reflections are specific to OCP: Bragg peak (100) at 2θ = 4.7°, (1 1 0) at 9.5° and (010) at 9.8°, with the following relative intensities: 100%, 8% and 8%, respectively (see PDF card number 01-079-0423 and ICSD data #65347). This low angular region is rarely available on apatite diffraction patterns reported in the literature because this region is rarely analysed on
conventional diffractometers. From **Fig. 7, inset**, the presence of OCP is unambiguously confirmed in cHAp-1d and cHAp-2d thanks to the detection of peaks in the 3-10° 2θ region, but the case of cHAp-3d is more questionable on this sole basis.

We performed Rietveld refinement analysis on XRPD data collected from these different cHAp samples. Beforehand, the OCP crystal structure (firstly resolved by Brown,\textsuperscript{39} and further improved by a single crystal study by Mathew et al.\textsuperscript{40}) was checked on the pure OCP phase (reference sample). The adequacy between our synthetic OCP sample and the Ca$_8$(HPO$_4$)$_2$(PO$_4$)$_4$·5H$_2$O model crystal structure\textsuperscript{40} is shown by comparison of the cell parameters reported in **Table S6**. The refined preferential orientation allowed the adequate modeling of the experimental OCP powder pattern as seen on **Figure S6** and expressed by good Rietveld agreement factors (**Table S6**). This is significant of the platelet crystal growth in the [100] direction which overexposed the intense (100) diffraction peak. Such a platelet morphology coherent domain is explained by the layered structure of OCP displaying alternatively “apatitic layers” and ‘hydrated layer’ along the a axis as shown in **Fig. S7**.
Rietveld refinements were undertaken in order to determine the relative proportions of OCP/CHAP present in cHAp-1d, cHAp-2d and cHAp-3d samples. Surprisingly, compared to what is found for the reference OCP sample (Fig. S6), in the case of cHAp-1d and cHAp-2d the intensity of the OCP (100) diffraction peak at 4.7° 2θ is strongly reduced in comparison with that of the (110) and (010) peaks (9.5°, 9.8°, respectively) (Fig. 7 inset). Preferential orientation correction was considered, but was insufficient to model accordingly the relative intensity of the first diffraction peak. Thus, we assume that such a decrease of the relative intensity of the (100) diffraction peak is indicative of a modification of the OCP structure during the transformation into cHAp. To further investigate this...
assumption, the variation of the electronic density in the OCP hydrated layer was simulated (Fig. S8; the electron density being formally transposed to an equivalent number of water molecules). We observe that increasing the electronic density in the interlayer space results in a significant decrease of the relative intensity of the (100) diffraction peak (compared to the pure OCP structure Ca₈(HPO₄)₂(PO₄)₄·5H₂O) whereas the intensity of other diffraction peaks were not strongly impacted, in particular the (1 1 0) and (010) peaks. These simulations suggest that the OCP phase transforming into cHAp may undergo an alteration of its hydrated layer structure involving the incorporation of species with higher electronic density, compared to that present in the reference OCP structure. Such a modification of the hydrated layer as the pH increases suggests an hydrolysis mechanism of the OCP transformation into cHAp, which is also supported by the thin platelets morphology of the final cHAp sample. Indeed, dissolution/precipitation or epitaxial mechanism (i.e. growth of cHAp over OCP) should rather induce the formation of crystals of different morphologies: rods with hexagonal section and thick platelets, respectively.

Rietveld refinements of the cHAp-1d, cHAp-2d and cHAp-3d samples were thus done combining the effects of preferential orientation and increase of the electronic density inside the hydrated layer of the OCP structure. Almost doubling the latter parameter was found decisive to get accurate Rietveld refinements (Fig. 8) resulting in good Rietveld agreement factors (Table 3), and thus allows the quantification of the two phases. As reported in Table 3; the OCP content progressively decreased over maturation time, and was estimated to be 15 wt%, 5 wt% and 2 wt% for cHAp-1d, cHAp-2d and cHAp-3d, respectively. Note that compositions obtained by Rietveld refinements and solid state NMR (based on calibration curve) for the cHAp-1d and the cHAp after 1440 min of reaction (1day), 15 and 16 wt %, respectively, are in very good accordance. The decreasing linewidth of XRD reflections from cHAp-1d to cHAp-3d (Fig. 8 b) indicates the increase in crystallinity of the related apatite phase upon reaction time. This is in good concordance of the cell parameters obtained for cHAp with those previously reported and explains the slight improvement of the reliability factors from cHAp-1d to cHAp-3d. Moreover, as illustrated by the increasing cell volume of the OCP with ageing
time, the OCP structure is altered during the transformation from OCP to cHAp in agreements with previous results where OCP lattice parameters were found to increase in the stage preceding OCP conversion to apatite.\textsuperscript{69}

\textbf{Figure 8:} XRD patterns and Rietveld refinements of cHAp-1d, cHAp-2d and cHAp-3d allowing the extraction of the OCP/cHAp relative proportions. Red point for experimental measurement, black line for calculated pattern assuming an increase of the electronic density in the OCP hydrated layers (see
Table 3 and discussion in the text), blue line for difference curve and blue and red sticks for OCP and HAp Bragg positions, respectively. (a) in the full 0-100 2θ(°) range and zoom in the 0-12 2θ(°) range in the insets (b) zoom in the 25-37 2θ(°) range.
Table 3: Quantitative analysis and structural properties of cHAp and OCP phases present in cHAp-1d, cHAp-2d and cHAp-3d deduced from Rietveld refinements. The electronic density in the OCP hydrated layer is expressed as two composition limits associated with an equivalent number of water molecules or carbonate ions. Standard deviations are indicated in bracket.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Rietveld agreement factors</th>
<th>Cell parameters</th>
<th>Assignment of the electronic density in the hydrated layer of the OCP phase in equivalent number of $^5$</th>
<th>Quantitative analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>cHAp-1d</td>
<td>Rp (%)= 7.63 Rwp(%) = 9.30 $\chi^2$ = 7.80</td>
<td>$a = 9.440$ (3) Å, $c = 6.893$ (2) Å</td>
<td>$a = 19.692$ (9) Å, $b = 9.489$ (4) Å, $c = 6.8624$ (4) Å, $\alpha = 90.12$ (1)°, $\beta = 92.16$ (1)°, $\gamma = 108.23$ (3)°, $V = 1216.9$ (7) Å$^3$</td>
<td>$9$ (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cHAp-2d</td>
<td>Rp (%)= 5.52 Rwp (%)= 5.97 $\chi^2$ = 5.94</td>
<td>$a = 9.4590$ (9) Å, $c = 6.8833$ (6) Å</td>
<td>$a = 20.189$ (2)Å, $b = 9.4451$ (4)Å, $c = 6.8540$ (3) Å, $\alpha = 90.354$ (3)°, $\beta = 92.680$ (6)°, $\gamma = 105.843$ (6)°, $V = 1257.2$ (1) Å$^3$</td>
<td>$8$ (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cHAp-3d*</td>
<td>R_p (%) = 5.83</td>
<td>Rwp (%) = 6.12</td>
<td>$\chi^2$ = 6.78</td>
<td>a = 9.4474 (6) Å</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>a = 20.189 (-) Å</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>8 (-)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Lattice parameters of the OCP phase in the cHAp-3d sample have been fixed to the values previously refined for the cHAp-2d sample (because of too weak amount of the phase – about 2 wt % - to refine lattice parameters of a triclinic phase).

\(^5\) transcription of the electronic density into an equivalent number of water molecules (10 electrons par H_2O molecule) or carbonate ions (32 electrons par CO_3²⁻)
Accordingly, OCP phases in these samples exhibit a significant higher electronic density compared to the OCP reference structure possessing 5 water molecules per unit cell within the hydrated layers. Such an increase in the electronic density might be ascribed to the incorporation of additional water molecules (Table 3). Indeed, according to Tseng et al.\textsuperscript{13} the transformation of OCP into cHAp is controlled by OCP hydrolysis through the incorporation of water molecules into the hydrated layers leading to the deprotonation of the HPO$_4^{2-}$ ions via the basic hydrolysis reaction HPO$_4^{2-}$ + OH$^- = PO_4^{3-} + H_2O$. Such mechanism is consistent with our synthesis set-up where the pH of the solution is around 10 after 1 day of reaction (S4 video). Thus the increase in electronic density may be tentatively ascribed to an increase in number of water molecules. Hence, if we express the electronic density as an equivalent number of water molecules, we found between 8 (OCP in cHAp-2d and cHAp-3d) and 9 (OCP in cHAp-1d) equivalent water molecules, largely exceeding the 5 molecules associated to the full occupancy factors in the OCP structure. However, it is questionable if the steric hindrance associated with such high hydration level within the OCP structure is compatible with the preservation of the whole structural organization shown by the absence of impact on the other diffraction peaks of the OCP structure (Fig. 8).

Thus, one may alternatively consider the possible incorporation of species with higher electronic density than water to account for the increase of electronic density within the hydrated layer. Indeed, it was reported that citrate, succinate or carbonate ions can be incorporated in the OCP structure, affecting the scattering contrast between apatitic and hydrated layers, and then the (100) peak relative intensity.\textsuperscript{43, 70, 71} In the present study, given that the final apatite phase is carbonated, the involvement of carbonate ions should also be considered. The two composition limits assuming the involvement of only water (9 to 8 molecules) or only carbonates (2.6 to 2.3 ions) are present are reported in Table 3, even though a mixed water-carbonate composition is much rather expected. The charge balance compensation required upon carbonate incorporation could be easily achieved through the propensity of phosphate towards protonation. Such carbonate uptake within OCP
hydrated layers is relevant considering that the mechanism of incorporation of carbonate upon of OCP
transformation into carbonated apatite still remains an open question.
Conclusion

The present study provides a suitable and relevant methodology to monitor cHAp precipitation from the identification and quantification of mineral precursor phases to their mechanism transformation into cHAp. The advantages and limitations of Raman and ssNMR spectroscopies are discussed in a context of the uncertain qualitative discrimination and quantification of OCP and cHAp, especially for low OCP relative content. From comparative study performed on physical mixtures of OCP and cHAp compounds, the better resolved contributions of the OCP from the cHAp ones in $^{31}$P NMR compared to Raman makes this technic more sensitive to visually detect the characteristic fingerprints of OCP. However, providing Raman spectral decomposition is achieved or the weak νHPO$_4$ contribution at 1008 cm$^{-1}$ is tracked, both techniques finally enable to successfully qualitatively detect down to 10% OCP mixed in cHAp, even though only ssNMR allows accurate quantification thanks to calibration curve. Despite its detection limitation, Raman can be advantageously carried out under in situ conditions thanks to the use of fiber optic Raman immersion probe. It provides thus a unique opportunity to monitor without any perturbation the kinetics of precipitation of cHAp. Such in situ Raman study allowed tracking relevant time points to complementary better identify by solid state NMR the sequential formation of the calcium phosphate phases transiently formed in the course of biomimetic cHAp precipitation. Consistently with the progressive increase of the pH, induced by the slow dissolution of NH$_3$ vapor in the reactants solution, ACP is first identified after 96 min thanks to solid state NMR and then it progressively transforms to poorly crystalline OCP, that is detected from from 150 min and 192 min by solid state NMR and Raman, respectively. Although detected by solid state NMR the transient formation of Brushite (150-300 min) is not clearly identified by in situ Raman. If OCP is still present after 480 min, according to 2D HetCor NMR experiment, its transformation into cHAp has already started. This slow transformation leads to progressive modification of the shape of the Raman and solid state NMR signals. The maximum of the main νPO$_4$ Raman band is progressively shifted and reaches 958 cm$^{-1}$ that is typical of cHAp from 1072 min. However, according to solid state NMR, the transformation still goes on with still detectable contributions of OCP, estimated to 16 wt %,
up to 1440 min. Although not quantitative, the highly sensitive $^1$H$^{31}$P CP MAS NMR sequence confirms that the OCP transformation is achieved after 6 day of reaction, and evidences that residual OCP is still present after 3 days. Thus, coupling in situ Raman and ex situ ssNMR spectroscopies provides a very interesting tool to track and quantify OCP during its transformation into cHAp. Complementary, final cHAp powders can be advantageously characterized by XRD and the quantification limit encountered with solid state NMR can be overcome through Rietveld refinements. It allowed to detect the persistence of OCP as contaminant phase still present down to 2wt % after 3 days of reaction. To reach accurate refinements, the abnormal evolution of the $2\theta= 4.7^\circ$ line of OCP phase undergoing transformation into cHAp has to be simulated by increasing the electronic density of the hydrated layer of OCP occurring in the course of its transformation into cHAp. It is rationalized by the incorporation of additional water molecules and/or to carbonate uptake within the hydrated layer of the OCP structure. These two types of transient structural modifications are relevant in the context of the transformation of OCP to carbonated cHAp, and could be associated to the undergoing OCP hydrolysis and to the carbonation mechanism of cHAp from OCP, respectively.
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Figure S1. Schematic representation of the original set-up used to monitor the precipitation of biomimetic apatite (cHAp).
S2 decomposition of the Raman spectra from physical mixtures of OCP and cHAp

**Figure S2.** Spectral decomposition Raman spectra in the $\nu_3$ PO$_4$ region for **a**) pure OCP, **b**) pure cHAp and **c**) and **d**) OCP/cHAp physical mixtures with weight ratio of 10/90 and 40/60, respectively. In these two latter cases, the two set of components extracted for pure OCP and cHAp samples (band positions, linewidths and the relative intensities of the two components present in the pure OCP (955 and 964 cm$^{-1}$) and cHAp (958 and 950 cm$^{-1}$) samples were kept constant. The estimated compositions deduced from the extracted contributions of the fits for the two physical mixtures (27/73 and 45/55, respectively) are however not in good accordance with the nominal ones, which is explained by the numerous parameters (surface/volume ratio, diffusion) impacting the intensities of the Raman contributions. Experimental spectrum in blue, $\nu_3$ PO$_4$ bands related to OCP in green, $\nu_3$ PO$_4$ bands related to cHAp in red, sum in dashed black.
Figure S3a: decomposition of the $^{31}$P ssNMR spectra of the OCP/chAp physical mixtures. Experimental spectrum in blue, resonances corresponding to OCP in green, to chAp in red, sum in dashed black. The relative OCP/chAp nominal weight fraction are indicated onto each spectrum.
Figure S3b: relationship between the wt% OCP in the OCP/cHAp physical mixture and the % of the area of OCP phosphate components as determined through $^{31}$P ssNMR to be used as calibration curve for relative quantification. The relative precision that can be estimated about ±5% in our conditions.
**Figure S4.** Selection of pictures indicating the evolution of the pH values upon increasing reaction time and corresponding pH value at the bottom of the reactor deduced from universal indicator solution pH (Fluka-31282).
Figure S5: decomposition of the $^{31}$P ssNMR spectra of the reaction products during the formation of biomimetic cHAp. Experimental spectrum in blue, resonances corresponding to OCP in green, to cHAp in red, sum in dashed black. The OCP weight fraction that is deduced from the decomposition and the calibration curve (Fig. S3b) is indicated onto each spectrum together with the reaction time.
S6 Rietveld refinement of our OCP sample showing concluding to adequacy with OCP structure model.

Figure S6. Rietveld plot of our OCP sample showing the adequacy between the OCP model structure and our synthetic single-phase OCP sample ($R_p = 0.05$, $R_w = 0.04$, and $\chi^2 = 2.14$): red point for experimental measurement, black line for calculated pattern, blue line for difference curve and green sticks for OCP Bragg positions ($\lambda = 1.5418$ Å).
**Table S6:** Structure parameters for OCP compound extracted from Rietveld refinement (standard deviation indicated in bracket) and comparison with values from literature.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Synthetic OCP</th>
<th>Mathew et al.¹</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OCP cell</td>
<td>a (Å)</td>
<td>19.7084 (6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>parameters</td>
<td>b (Å)</td>
<td>9.5405 (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>c (Å)</td>
<td>6.8367 (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>α (°)</td>
<td>90.143 (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>β (°)</td>
<td>92.517 (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>γ (°)</td>
<td>108.317 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V (Å³)</td>
<td></td>
<td>1219.00 (9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rietveld agreement factors</td>
<td>χ²</td>
<td>2.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rp (%)</td>
<td>4.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rwp (%)</td>
<td>5.22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

S7 Representation of the OCP structure.

Figure S7: projection of the OCP structure along a) the b axis and b) the c axis. Purple tetrahedra correspond to \( \text{PO}_4^{3-} \) and \( \text{HPO}_4^{2-} \), grey polyhedron to coordination spheres of \( \text{Ca}^{2+} \), cyan spheres to \( \text{O}^{2-} \) or \( \text{OH} \) of phosphate groups and blue spheres to water molecules.
S8: Rietveld simulations accounting for the modification of the relative intensity of the (100) diffraction line of OCP.

As shown in Fig. S8, the removal of the water molecule located inside the large column of the OCP unit cell (leading to a theoretical composition of “Ca₈(HPO₄)₂(PO₄)₄·4H₂O”), or the removal of all the water molecules from the hydrated layer (theoretical composition of “Ca₈(HPO₄)₂(PO₄)₄·0H₂O”), lead to the increase of the (100) reflection relative intensity compared to the (1̅10) and (010) reflections whereas reflexions at high angles (from 20°) are not significantly modified (not shown). On the other hand, increasing of the electronic density within an equivalent of 1 water molecules added inside the large column (theoretical composition of “Ca₈(HPO₄)₂(PO₄)₄·6H₂O”), or formally doubling the electronic density on each water position (theoretical composition of “Ca₈(HPO₄)₂(PO₄)₄·10H₂O”), resulted in the significant decrease of the intensity of the (100) reflexion as observed experimentally for cHAp-1d, cHAp-2d and cHAp-3d samples (Fig. S8).

**Figure S8:** Rietveld simulations displaying the impact of the electronic density expressed as n equivalent of water molecules within the hydrated layer of the OCP structure (i.e. Ca₈(HPO₄)₂(PO₄)₄·nH₂O with n = 0, 4, 5, 6 and 10) on the scattered intensity of the first (100) Bragg peak. Red dotted lines and black lines represent the experimental pattern of pure OCP sample and the simulated one with n water molecules respectively.